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Chocolate bar personality test

Charlie &amp; Naga are covered in gunfire! CBBC Number of Comments 18 | Number of loves, LOLs and other reactions 187 Are you a professional player or an n00b? Blue Peter Number of Comments 684 | Number of loves, LOLs and other reactions 590 Cartoonify Your Comments CBBC Number of comments 3997 | Number of loves
966 Get all the best tasty recipes in your inbox! Subscribe to the Tasty newsletter today! Welcome! This test will predict your preferences on chocolate based on your answers to five personality questions. I tend not to question authority. 1 year ago brought by Cadbury Life is like a chocolate bar, you never know what you will get ... We
don't know about you, but there hasn't been a day in our lives that wouldn't have been made at least a little better with a chocolate bar. There is a bar for every occasion, but everyone brings something different to the table. Just like people, each bar has its own quirks and features that set it apart. With that in mind, which chocolate bar
best suits your personality? For example, we think the kind of person who relates to a Cold bar would be a bit different from someone who feels more affiliated with a Dark Milk than Cadbury. Take the test below to find out which chocolate bar fits your personality. We'll ask questions about everything from your choice of TV shows to how
tidy your home is, so be honest! There's a Cadbury chocolate bar out there for almost any personality. If you want to try something new, the brand new Boost Protein + Peanut can be found on shelves nationwide now. Get one today! Click here if you can't see the quiz. Brought by Cadbury Share article by Jessie Dax-Setkus - on October
16 in The Geek Corner They are so sweet and delicious. They're your favorite chocolate bars of all time. Sure, you probably only really think about it when you feel like hitting the supermarket or digging through your kids' and/or younger siblings' candy bags during Halloween, but have you ever really thought about which candy bar is
closest to your personality? Some candy bars are more humble and traditional, while other candy bars are a bit more innovative and flashy. Some have a more colorful casing, where others are a little thinner with their outerwear but it has worked for them over the decades. Wouldn't it be fun if your favorite candy bar shared the same
values as you? What if you like jet sets and your favorite taste of tropic candy bar? That would be a little nice, wouldn't it? If you're more of a traditionalist, maybe your favorite caramelized car is simple and boasts just a simple chocolate flavor inside If we've squealed your curiosity, take our quiz to figure out which chocolate bar is the most
closely related to your personality. The results may surprise you, or or it might just show you that your favorite candy bar has a little more in common with you than you think. Question 1 As long as my friends are involved it's nice I don't have a huge opinion here Hey, the routine isn't always a bad thing. It keeps people on track, especially
during the week you need to work. Some people really like the routine, but some people feel really trapped by it. Where do you fit when it comes to routine? Question 2 I have accumulated a good group over the years Friends I am always nice to have for obvious reasons. When you're down they pick you up, and when you're standing they
make you feel happy. How many friends would you say you have? Question 3 Fillings can make or break a candy bar. Sometimes having one is not necessary, but having too many would ruin the entire ordeal. Sometimes one is the magic number, but sometimes you can also make a symphony with multiple fillings. How many do you
have? Question 4 Something to make me laugh It's the age-old question, what would I bring to a desert island? Do you want to bring something to keep you busy, or do you want to bring a person to keep you company? Just want to bring your own sense of adventure or a great book to read? Question 5 Tell my adventurous stories Hang
with all my friends Hanging from the food table Tell jokes and keep everyone laughing What are you doing at a big party? Are you telling the room all your many adventures, are you having a snack at the food table, are you the life of the party telling jokes or are you dating all your friends? Question 6 Everyone has a favorite time of day
that they like to do things or hang out with friends. What time of day do you like the most? Do you like to be productive in the morning, go on adventures in the afternoon, social in the evening or go to a party at night? Question 7 Something crazy like a Mount Christ Peanut butter sand Something as simple as ham and cheese Something
silly like fairy bread A sandwich is a delicious basic lunch food that many people love all the time. What kind of sandwich would you like to have on the normal? do you want something less common like a MonteCristo, or something as traditional as a ham and cheese? How about a peanut butter sandwich or a smoother sandwich like
fairies bread? Question 8 Hanging on the couch with Netflix Go to a stand-up comedy show What do you like to do on Friday nights? Do you like to go out or stay? Do you like to relax on your couch while watching Netflix or do you like to go out on an adventure? Do you want to go out with your friends or do you want to do a stand-up
comedy show? Question 9 Choose a classic Halloween costume as I would dress you. I would choose a vampire who could easily travel, a who could co-inhabit a house with other ghosts, ghosts, Monster that usually likes more time alone, or a skeleton that always smiles? Question 10 There are plenty of holidays to choose from, but you
can only choose one in this situation. Do you like the warm, summer-filled Independence Day, Halloween where you can be surrounded by friends, Christmas where many Christmas traditions are preserved, or Thanksgiving when family gathers for fun? Question 11 Only if I can bring my best friend I would rather exchange them in cash I
can instead get tickets to a show? You just went to a game show and won tickets to travel to one of the best travel destinations in the world. What do you do? Are you really going on the trip? Do you trade it in cash? Ask if your friend can go ahead or trade tickets to go to one of your favorite shows? Question 12 Can it be a friend's trip?
What are your thoughts on travel? Do you like to collect your belongings and hit it, or do you like to stay at home? Everyone has a different opinion when it comes to globetrot and not everyone wants to take the suitcase and go. Where are your thoughts? Question 13 Could I take a bath or shower How do you shower? Do you take them
hot hot lava, or do you like them on the fresh side? Maybe you don't even prefer a shower, but instead you really want a bath. Maybe you'd really like a hot shower, but not too hot to get you through the cleaning time. Question 14 Pets keep us sane and give us a sense of happiness when we need it most. Everyone is looking for
something a little different in their pet. Whether they are looking for a silly money, an independent cat, an amiable dog or an exotic bird, every pet brings something different into a family. Question 15 Upside down pineapple cake with a splash of coconut chocolate and peanut butter fondue Only chocolate bars are fine with me Chocolate
ice cake with caramel! What's for dessert tonight? There are so many delicious and decadent options to choose from. Do you want a delicious glacier cake? How about a pineapple upside down cake? Chocolate fondue with peanut butter is also a good option, but so are some candy bars. Question 16 Choose a color you're attracted to. Is
it a soft blue, a vibrant orange, a passionate red or a brown with your feet on the ground? Everyone is attracted to a different color for a different reason, because you are attracted to the color you are choosing? Question 17 How do you choose to travel? There are many ways to get where you want to go. You can take a plane to reach an
exotic destination, an uber to get somewhere with friends, your car to get from the point at point b, or you can take a simple walk. The choice is yours. Question 18 Orange chicken and fried rice What does your fast food order look like? Do you like something a little healthier like a burrito bowl or do you like to share your meal by getting a
giant under bun? Sandwich? you like a traditional meal like cheeseburgers or like to share your food by making Chinese exist. Question 19 no, I just want to travel I would represent myself as an entertainer What do you plan to start your business? Would he do it without hesitation, or is it too much pressure for you? Would you rather
travel, or would you if your friends went with you? Would I be an entertainer? What would I do in this situation? Question 20 Be stuck at home with nothing to do Don't have anyone around Not having anything to get from these scenarios, what scares you the most? Wouldn't it have where to go and just have bore boreness to deal with for a
while or would it be a miss or a result? Would it scare you more if you didn't have anyone around or if people didn't find you interesting? Question 21 Absent one, I will never show up in class The worker bee, I will do everything necessary For what role do you play in a group project? It's important to choose a role that helps, but not
everyone is always there to win it. Are you more the leader, the emotional support, the worker bee, or the one that never really shows up? Question 22 I'll do anything for a friend I suck and then they can pull them up with a bit of humor When your friend is down and out, how do you get them up their heads? Do you have a phone call with
them, rush to their aid, ignore it and let them take care of it, or give them some light humor to take their spirit? Question 23 Of all the qualities of life, what is most appreciated? There are many things that we all value, and there is nothing better than the other. Do you have value for adventure or friendship? How about tradition? Maybe
you're in a good mood about everything else? Question 24 Lively... you never take a second Co-op down... you can get along with anyone Stable... you are the resource that everyone organizes for Innovative... you have a new life How do people describe you? There are many ways people can describe you as. They can say you're lively,
they can say you're cooperative. they can also say you're stable or innovative. What would people say you are? Question 25 There are so many states you can live in and it can be difficult to choose which one to take root in. Would you choose the most exotic Hawaii, the most traditional Pennsylvania, the friendliest California or the
liveliest and liveliest New York? Question 26 I'm romantic in an exotic way I'm more of a type of person friendly area Oh can I be very romantic when I'm all warmed up I'm more silly than romantic What level of romantic are you? Would you say your most exotic side of romantic or would you say you're more silly? Would you say you're a
typical romantic or are you more of a friendly area person? Where would I put you on the spectrum? 27 If you had to choose a drink from this little sampling, which one would I choose? Would you choose a tropical pina colada, a social Cosmopolitan, a simple pint of beer or a club drink like an acid whisky? Which drink would queer you?
Question 28 I'm trying to iron out the anger with some oh boy jokes, a fight just broke out and you're in the heat of it. What are you doing in the middle of this huge fight? Are you throwing shots in the middle of it, are you trying to break it, are you running away from it, or are you trying to smooth it out with a bit of humor? Question 29
Gather my friends to help find him Create posters to find him Excited at home and I hope he comes back When your pet runs away it's not a fun situation to deal with. there are many ways to react to this situation like rushing out immediately to find it, gathering a group to pick it up, creating posters so others can help find it, or staying home
in the hope that it will come back, but how would I deal with it? Question 30 Take a day trip somewhere Listen to a stand-up comedy Bad days are inevitable, but how do you fight them? We deal with them all slightly differently and there is no right or wrong answer. Are you going on a day trip or picking up your friends? Maybe you take a
cold day or listen to something that will make you laugh? Question 31 Who do you live with? Some people live alone while others live with a flatmate. Some people live with their spouse where like some live with their best friend. If you had to choose someone to live with, who would it be? Question 32 Everyone takes advice from someone
different and there is no right or wrong answer to this question. Whether you take advice from your parents, best friends, partner, or yourself, you can get the answers you're looking for from the source you're looking for. Question 33 Sometimes there is no way to know what an answer is unless you follow your intestines. What's your
instincts telling you here, should you choose number one, two, three or four? Each number has a reason, but which one will you choose? Question 34 Something to get people indoors There are so many kinds of time out there and everyone likes something different. Do you like a cooler day, so venturing out is easier, do you like a hot day
out with friends, do you like some rain so you can curl up inside, or do you like the ugliest weather that makes people gather? Question 35 What are your thoughts on peanut butter? Do you like the thought or aren't you so excited about it? Do you get a little excited? Do you like peanuts more than peanut butter? Where do you mind going
when peanut butter is bred? up?
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